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all daniel corriente wants is to escape his past and be normal but as he enters his senior year in

college he must face the past traumas that have made him who he is during his journey dani will find

himself at the intersections of seemingly conflicting identities mexican chicano anglo thug intellectual

straight queer loner friend along the way dani will begin to weave toward clarity with the help of a

therapist feuding mentors an elitist boss a persistent drug addict a former love and an old woman

obsessed with his character flaws and the pizzas with extra green peppers if he has any hope of

finding himself dani must ultimately answer the question posed by one of his customers a question that

haunts him at every turn qué tipo de persona quieres ser what kind of person do you want to be
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Delivery
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all daniel corriente wants is to escape his past and be normal but as he enters his senior year in

college he must face the past traumas that have made him who he is during his journey dani will find

himself at the intersections of seemingly conflicting identities mexican chicano anglo thug intellectual

straight queer loner friend along the way dani will begin to weave toward clarity with the help of a

therapist feuding mentors an elitist boss a persistent drug addict a former love and an old woman

obsessed with his character flaws and the pizzas with extra green peppers if he has any hope of

finding himself dani must ultimately answer the question posed by one of his customers a question that

haunts him at every turn qué tipo de persona quieres ser what kind of person do you want to be
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